
 SECURITY UPDATE 
 We’re catching the bad guys like never before thanks to 3SI trackers! 
 Earlier this year, T-Mobile introduced  3SI tracking  devices  in its TPR doors, which has quickly resulted  in the 
 improved recovery of stolen assets. Noticing this success, MetroPCS installed 3SI tracking devices in all Corporate 
 doors and in several dealer doors as a trial. The results achieved from these devices have been impressive and 
 immediate. Read on! 

 MetroPCS recent success stories 
 MetroPCS doors are robbed of cash and/or handsets daily across the country…but we’re 
 turning that around! The recent implementation of  3SI  has so far resulted in a very high 
 arrest and cash/handset recovery rate. 

 Not only is the device successful, it’s fast! Following the burglaries of two MetroPCS 
 stores in one night in Minnesota, local police located and successfully arrested the 
 perpetrators  after  only eight minutes, and all stolen  assets were recovered. 

 Testimonial from MetroPCS dealer 
 PrimeTalk USA dealer James Parks is now a believer in 3SI: “At the beginning there was not much information 
 other than it was a tracking device that can be paired with a handset or cash/deposit box,” says Parks. “And I was 
 somewhat skeptical of the product and service.” His perspective quickly changed when one of his locations was 
 involved in a robbery. “  3SI took over from there and  it only took about 30 minutes to apprehend the 
 robber  .   WOW  !!!  ” 

 How do I get a 3SI device for my door?  Find out more… 
 For additional details and how to purchase a 3SI tracking device, please click on the link below. 

 Quick overview of the product: If a theft occurs, 3SI device automatically triggers a silent theft alert upon motion or 
 tilt. The 3SI tracking information is integrated by local law enforcement, allowing safe pursuit and apprehension. 
 This year alone, the  3SI tracker  has assisted in the  recovery of assets totaling $7.9 million for various retail 
 locations across the country. 

 Our MetroPCS Dealers will be able to utilize the MetroPCS volume pricing and if you have additional questions, 
 please contact 3SI (below) or feel free to contact the MetroPCS Loss Prevention partner or your National Account 
 Manager. 

 Interested in adding this effective, high ROI device for your stores? Contact Linda Dolleman of 3SI at 
 linda_dolleman@3sisecurity.com  or by calling 206-790-7721. 
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